
Contract Review (GrantsContractsDescrips tab in the attached spreadsheet): All the 

contracts that we currently have were split into several categories: 
1. “Age status” of contract ((a) New; (b) Renewal of contract that we have had for 

more than 5 years (Long Term Renewal); (c) Renewal of contract that we have 

had for less than 5 years (Short Term Renewal);  (d) New contract that is 
replacing a previous funding stream for (nearly) the same work; ( e) New 
contract that aligns with programming that we have had for more than 5 years 

2. Size of contract (under $5,000; between 5,000 and 20,000; between 20,000 
and 50,000; > $50,000. 
 

Here is a table of the 28 new contracts, organized by amount of budget and whether 
they are connected with existing programs or not: 
 

New Grants/ Contracts in 
2021 

Strong Connection to 
Existing Program 

New Program Area 

< 5,000 5 0 

5,000-20,000 3 4 

20,000-50,000 7 0 

>50,000 8 1 

Totals 23 5 

 
Bottom line: it would be manageable to organize contracts into buckets based on risk 

and set up criteria for board review (which contracts, when and who).  For example the 
board may decide that our current practice of review and signing by Board President or 
ED is sufficient for any contract renewal (and only have the finance committee review 

new contracts). And it may decide that anything under 5,000 is also only reviewed by 
Board President or ED. If those two criteria were used to filter out some of the contracts 
that would leave 23 contracts to be reviewed by the board. 

 
We could filter out further by asking the ED/staff to put together brief summaries for 
those new grants or contracts that directly link to existing programs, and request that 

the summaries demonstrate how they are related to existing programs. If we assume 
that contracts or grants that provide new funding for existing programs are less risky 
than new contracts for new programs the board or finance committee may not need to 

spend as much time reviewing those types of contracts. 

 
PSF and 2022 Budget Scenarios (Spreadsheet tabs to review: Revised 2021 

Ops Budget, 2022 Draft Ops Budget, 2022 PSF, and Overall Picture Tabs in the 
Spreadsheet) 

1. Same figures for the 2021 Ops as last month. This means that we can expect 

to end the year with about 770,000 in the general fund. 
 

2. Same projected 158,000 deficit in 2022 as last month. 

 



3. That deficit incorporates an assumption that we will generate 390,000 in PSF 
in 2022 at our current 13.5% rate (see 2022 PSF tab for details). There are 

estimates of 2022 PSF for grants that we definitely will have next year 
(235,000) and added in those that we are virtually certain to get (combined with 
the previous figure the total PSF = 333,700, leaving just 57,000 more to obtain 

between now and the end of 2022). I think the 390,000 is a reasonable figure. 
 

4. Overall Picture Tab:  Developed September projections based on all of the 

above information in this tab (right next to the June and July projections in the 
same spreadsheet tab). I made some changes to the set of projections, 
adjusting the impact of any PSF increases downward for 2022 (because there 

are now fewer new contracts in which we can ask for increased PSF) and also 
adding in the potential impact of an Over Target Request that I made to the 
county to help address the deficit ( requested 60,000).   The other major 

change from last month is that we now have a reasonably solid number for 
ventilation costs (Sure Temp gave us an estimate of only 40,000 compared to 
the 100,000 we originally estimated). That 60,000 difference is now added to 

our projected General Funds over the 3 years of projections. 
 

5. I added a projected new expense of $30,000, which would be a contribution by 

the association to the cost of building a dirty classroom next to the existing 
Kiwi/grape arbor between the garden and the parking lot. We’ll be discussing 
this as part of Wednesday’s FC meeting agenda. 

 
6. The September projections also include calculations showing what a 2% COLA 

for staff on the operations budget payroll would do to our long term General 

Fund amount. A 2% COLA costs roughly 22,000 per year and so that COLA 
would cost the association 67,000 over three years. (We provided 2% COLAs 
in 2016-2020, and nothing in 2021. Inflation during that period was 1.25% in 

2020, 1.81% in 2019, 2.44% in 2018, 2.14% in 2017, and 1.26% in 2016.)  It 
also shows what would happen if we were to hire one additional position 
(grant-related or DE&I related) at an annual cost of 50,000.  Worst case 

scenario if we were to do both of those, AND not receive the OTR from the 
county AND not increase the PSF: we’d finish out 2024 with about 150,000 in 
the General Fund. Best case scenario if we paid out the COLA, added the new 

position, received the OTR from the county and charged 16% PSF is we would 
have 470,000 in the general fund at the end of 2024. We’d also be doing 
reasonably well with our General Fund if we were able to get the OTR from the 

county and only charged 14.5% for PSF. (We’d have 390,000 in the general 
fund at the end of 2024). So our range from worst case (if we make no 
changes to PSF and do not obtain the OTR from the county) to best case (16% 

PSF where we can collect it and we obtain the OTR from the county) is 
$150,000 to $490,000.  The LT recommends that we go with the 16% PSF as 
the cap and collect that where we are able to, but in general aim for 14.5%. 

 


